Examples have been constructed (see [2, 4] ) of polyhedra K and L with the fixed point property such that K x L does not have the fixed point property. However, these examples are not completely satisfactory in the sense that the fixed point property for K can be lost by a minor alteration of K without changing its homotopy type (such as by adding a 2-simplex along two edges). Indeed, this is crucial for the examples.
It would be of much greater interest to give examples of this phenomenon such that K and L have the homotopy invariant fixed point property, and this question was essentially asked by Bing [1] and Fadell [2] . We shall give the first such examples in this note.
For completeness, we note that it is known that, for instance, if K is simply connected and satisfies the Shi condition (that dim K ^ 3 and no point of K separates K locally) then K has the fixed point property if and only if it has no self-maps of zero Lefschetz number; see [2] for references. All the spaces we shall consider are of this type, but we shall not make use of this fact.
The spaces we shall be concerned with are the (reduced) mapping cones C φ = S n \J φ e m+ί of maps φ: S m -+ S n with m > n. We treat them as CTF-complexes, but they can be assumed to be triangulable. Reduced suspension is denoted by S. Note that SC φ = C sψ . Proof. Let /: C φ -• C ψ and let us compute the Lefschetz number L(f). We may change / by a homotopy so that / takes S n a C φ into itself. Let D be the image in C φ , under the characteristic map, of the (m + l)-disk of radius 1/2 in the unit disk e m+1 . Then by a wellknown approximation argument (either simplicial or smooth), which By the homotopy addition theorem, the homotopy class of this in
Since ^ is homotopic, through C ψ -int A to <£>: 3D -> S n c Cp, we see that ψofoγj'is homotopic to ψof^φ ~ f^φ. Thus with the last equality holding since ψ is a suspension. Thus we conclude that Suppose now that n and m have opposite parity and that p = ord[<p] is odd. For sake of simplicity of argument, let us suppose that n is even and m is odd. Then define j by p -1 + 2j and put 
Thus the Lefschetz number
since n is an integer. Now we come to the main result of this note. See the remarks following the proof for specific instances for which the hypotheses are satisfied. THEOREM C. Let n be odd and let k and I be even. Let [φ] (2, 1); see [6; p. 14] . That is, τ* takes x x 1 to 2# and takes 1 x x to x. Let A: S n -+ K x L be the diagonal S 71 -• S w x S n followed by inculsion, and note that A*(
is just τo(/ x ^r)oj which, in homology, takes a? to 2apx + 6g# = a?. Thus ro(/ x gr)oj has degree one and, since n is odd, is homotopic to a fixed point free map. By the homotopy extension theorem, ) is onto). (4) In the case n = 7 one could use Cayley multiplication, having bidegree (1, 1) , rather than r.
(5) It is of interest to note that the fixed point free map Aoμ: K x L-+K x L can be so chosen that none of its iterates has fixed points. (6) We believe that our examples show that failure for the fixed point property to be preserved by suspensions and products should be regarded as a normal phenomenon.
(7) I have been told that W. Holsztynski also noticed that mapping cones give examples of the nonpreservation of the fixed point property under suspension.
